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Studkng the Akwdness of Tungsten at Teowerature
Ranges of from 20-2700*

by
G. S. Pinarenko ani V. 0. Borzsenko

1. Tha development of modern electric power machine constructiam and atomic enez'!

actually depends upon providing same with the necessary satorials. ecapable of re-

sisting the effects of various types of power and thermal loads under conditions of

high and ultrahigh temperatures* For these puriposes are frequently used such high

melting materials as tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, niobium, their allcs and can-

pounds whose physical-mechanical ipoperties must be investigated in a wide range of

temperatures of from 20 - 30000 and overs

To solve this problem it is necessary to make ccmplex investigations, connected with

the development of new methods and creation of suitable experiLr tal installationse

which allo a sharp rise in the wisting temperature level of many kinds of high tern-

perature mechanical tests.

In the strength denartuent of the Ceramet. and special Allcv Insteof the

AcaderW of Sciences L'Ukr-SR was developed a series of methods and oriCinal installs-

tions for couplex investigation in an inert medium the power characteristics, plasat-

city, hardness and elasticity constant of a whole series (perapective and already

u-ed) materials in a wide range of temperstures frcm 20 to 3000O:j

In the aiven repoart are briefly desecibed

certain results of investigating the temper-

ature/hardness dependence of the. most hih

melting metal tungsten at te=peratures of

Fig.l.Te Uing of samples bt the method 20-27000s
of unilateral flattening.



2/oIn view of the fact that the tumperuture level of hardness raeasuremeats until

our experiments were carried out cyvr that branch was 1650-18000, we -made it out task

to Investipte the hardness at temperatures of 2000-3000e, for wfieh it -was first of

all necessary to develop a method and to construct a suitable installatlimo

'Jith such a suitable method, thoroughly developed at the at the Znereetle Department

of the •l.5S of the Academi of Sciences Uk-4SR came a method of U.1atWA. flattening

conical models (fig.l). This methodri w.hen applying the installation as proposed by

us, enabled to raise the temperature level and to determine hardness at temperatuve

of up to 70 0 .e

The method offers the possibility of determining hardness in a medium of ptrifiad

inert gases - argon or helium. At a temperature rtnee of 20-1,500 hrrdness was measured

by the method of static impression of a saphire indentor of standard proper four corner

pyramid with an angle between o;posite edges of 236e (according to GM5T 2•9-59),

At temperatures of 1750-2700e hardness was determined by data of u.ilateral flatten-

ing of conical models with an angle at the top of 1200 in accordance with formala

SP

where P- load on the sample, which is applied through punch, kg; F-area of the inpres-

sion, which is form~ed on the sample after flatteningt. 2 ; d- diameter of lipressiam

".hen determining hardness by the method of static L~preasing of an indentor the

used sample, which has the form of a cylinder with a diameter of 8 mm and _5-7 am in

heit, and for testing by the method of unilateral flattening one of the flat surfaces

of the mentioned cylinder was additionally cone processed with an engle at the

top of 1200.

The loads applied to the sample to make the indentatlos. was equal to I kg

when determining hardness by the method of static impression, and 5 kg., by the method

of unilateral flattening, Duration of load application to th4;ecinen was 60 se".

The method of investigating hardness by the unilateral flattening method offers



good agreement with results obtained by the methid of static immession of the inden-

Fig2o-jpenadence graph of tungsten hard Fige-.-Teperaturc dependence of tungsten
ness u~oa te=perature* hardness in semULoprithaLe coordinates,

Giv.n below are date of studying hardness of sminploeamde of foged tungston wires

type VRN, obtained by the powder metallurgy method of the tb•cai Electric Lamp lant.

The temperature of the sample in the range of 20-20000 wa nwasured with the aid

of tbarmocouples and controlled by am optical jjmitew. The temperature of the ramples

punch and heater of over 2000c was mmsuied only with tU optical •romte1. the indi-

cations of which were checked by the melting point at of purebdeonn

To obtain hardness data by the method of unilateral flattening in the temperature

range of 1750-27000 as punch material was used i zirconiun carbide and an allcy of

of hafnumn and tantalum carbides in ratio at ll41o

3. Hardness/temperature dependence data of deformed and annealed tungsten in the

range of temperatures of 20-2700* are given in form of graphs in fig*2*Hardness values

of annealed tungsten were obtained when examinin the snaples during the quenching

from a temperature of 17500 to rom temperature.

The investigation results indicate that hardwess of defarmed as well as annealed

tungsten drops sharply with the rise in temperature frm 20 to 3000, At a further

rise in temperature to 16000 hardness cingas V'aduall7ywhereby the difference in hard

ness of deformed an annealed metal changes only al:otye .

At a temperature of 1100-12000o which accordi4 to the-eleABochnr law corresp-

1 iHigh malting eO•. unda w•re obtained at the IMS of the .cadeW of Sciences Ukr-
-a by VoI.:.P-derno uner the s earvisla of auber ca'm, .of AoedoW of Scimoea

G.VSaieOnM.



pouds to a iecrystallization teoeraturs (1oeg, oferecryste" (0.3 - 0.4) tlt°*V33
the differenee in hardness of dormed and annealed tungsten decreases rsz1dl8ye At

16000 recrystallization of the sample ceases and the curves fuse together at a hardness

value of 51 kg/zm .

At a rise in temperature to 1750e, which constitute& 0.55 Imelt ° the hardness

7ýaý which is connected with the change in the mchanism of defwrzatIca, after

which the hardness declined smoothly and reaches a value of 17 kg/m 2 at 2000° 7.3

kg/mid at 25000 and 6 ka/= 2 at 2700o.

4. The temperature/hardness dependence of pure metal (which has ni., alotropie con-

versions and does not age in connection with the pesence of admixtures) is well de-

scribed by the Ito-•hishckin expression[mJ

(2)

where T - temperature in e% A-hardness values, extrapolated in 0% a-thermal coefficient

of hardness.

By logarithming expression (2) we obtain a dependence

InNt -- InA sr, (3)

which appears to be a straight line eqcatione Vhm plotting data of tenperature/hard-

ness dependence in coordinates lnH-TK the characteristic features of the dependence

are better exivessede

.;e will present in serilogarithmic c.ordinates the data obtained by us for hard

ness of deformed and anncaled tungsten, as well as the data by MGe.LozinsknyIQ for

annealed technically pure tungsten, also obtained by the powder metallurgy nethod (fLg*3).

Analysis of data obtained by this method allows to draw a conclusica, that the

temperature/hardness dependence of deformed aid annealed tungsten during the plotting

in semilogarithmnie coordinates id well repesented by a broken curve, which consists

of three rectilinear sections with haraecteristic breaks in low temperature and higL

temperature zones. In this way, the dependence is subject to the exponential, law (2)

and has three sections with two constants A and a for each.

4



The break in temperatuze/hardneq# dependenoe wan observed for a great nUmber of

pase metaA - low temperature close to 0.1-0.1,5j_3 and high tempebatur close to 0.5.

0of hcolologos temperature seal..

To campere the dependence of hard..esa changes on temperature with other power

characteristics in fig*4 is shown the temperature dependence of power boundary at

deformed tungstea.

'•hen examining the dependence * shown in fige4, it becomes evident, that the ten-

perature dependence of the power boundar 1 of tungsten is subject to expanentil. law

and ia well described by the FrantseavichBratskly expzession[

where T - teuperature in Eo B-v-alues of power boundary,extrapolated by OOKI ; ther-

Mal coefficient of pywer boundarye

J.ust as for maz pure metals the power boundaries (figo4) are well revealed only

by the high temperature break close to 0.5 Imelt"K. There are inmafficient data to

detea•de the point of low temperaturo break, but from report is evident, that

such a break does exist for tungsten elongation at a hmlogous temperat ure of the

order at 0.15

Both high- and lwtemzperature breaks in curves , which express temperature/hardness

Cependence and power boundaries, are connected with the change in the mechanism of

def-rmetion, but the true mechanism of these ehances is still not cnmpletely explal-

ned._5 The change in mechebAisi of plastic deformation and its role in the formation

at mechanical zwoperties have been thwoughly investigated by YeeSeYakovleva using pure

In ratio 'to the temperature ris there is gradual change (in one after the other)

in three basic deforiotion mechanisms. 2he changes in plastic deformation mechanla

le Data of power beubdary were obtained at the E.MS of the AcadeaW of Sciences Qw-
B 1W T"•.K inaeUSU on speries of tungsten investigated by use

S+5
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reau2,t in the appearance in loot4 -perat~wo and high te~lorature breaksu in tempretaba/

hordneza depondeice curvesa nd power boundary, plotted in mcatloe".1.ic~ ecarinat...

1. Collec~tion Oroblerm of Highb Temper~ture Strengft in Jbchimo Congmat~.ts, sod
Ited byr GoS..kizarenk~ot IT! 41961. 2- VoAeBariaenkos 0*41P1arem~kolrcwder Netanwur
5,95 (1961). 3- A.A.Bochva'j metaucapapIwVb ~tallurao~dat,1956* 4-. T,,-'sbok
Trans.A34, 45, 221 (1953). _5.. 3,R,.-tty, :@Inste.LetalIs,89, 4s 123 (1960)1 6.. ?4.O.o-
ýinakiyj High Temperature 1.etallograf, A'sh~iS, 19561 7- 4 .YA*VOtakly; !,framntsyioh
STALP j-89 74 (19"02); e- Z.S.Yakovleva; Thyics of NotalS an I-Ltq1isopby 41,111,9
306 (1957)
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